
 WALK 4A - Stafford Barton, Cross Farm and Aller Road 

3½ miles, 1½ hours, mostly along quiet lanes  

A fairly gentle walk along pretty lanes, with the middle part on marked footpaths past Stafford Barton, then some open 

fields taking the shorter of two routes from Cherubeer. Suitable in most weather, though maybe some muddy parts in the 

middle, farm section.  

• From the Square, go along Fore Street and continue past the village notice board where you cross the road, 

bear right then turn right down Stafford Hill. (alternatively, head for the village hall and take the footpath 

across the field to the bottom of Stafford Hill) 

• Pass the sewage works at the bottom and continue up the road for ¾ mile to the entrance to Stafford Barton, 

going through the small signposted gate to the left of the main gate. 

• Follow the iron fence on your left, passing a pond on your left with a copper beech tree on your right, with 

Stafford Barton house away to your right. 

•  There is a signposted track around the next fenced field. There used to be a hedge to the left of this but has 

recently been removed—note the trees with roots above ground level which were once part of this hedge. 

Follow to the left of this fence until it reaches the end and turn right, now walk between the fence and the 

hedge at the end of the field until it emerges via a stile on the lane which continues beyond the house. This 

path around the field can get overgrown; if so it may be easier to go to the far side of the hedge, turn right 

onto a rough track, then up to meet the lane beyond the house.  

• Once on the lane, turn left away from the big house and after about 100 yds go through the second of two 

gates on the left. Walking diagonally across the field, head toward the right of the roof of a farm building in 

the distance and through a gate in the hedge on the right side of the field [Since writing the booklet the hedge has 

grown such that the roof of the farm building can no longer be seen from the first field, so pick up this landmark in the second field]. 

Continue in the same direction and go through the next two fields, passing through gates in the far corners of 

both. 

• In the next field after a short distance, go through the first gate in the hedge on your right, then diagonally to 

the gate on the right of the farm buildings of Cross Farm. Through this gate you emerge onto the farm lane; 

turn right and follow the lane until it joins the road at the delightfully named Cherubeer hamlet. 

 

[At this point it is worth noting a possible short diversion to see some lovely views by walking straight ahead  

and through the gate into the field toward Wood Farm; go as far as Wood Farm to look back across Dolton. 

You will need to back-track to return to Cherubeer and continue your route.] 

 

• Turn left back toward Dolton [right if you took the brief diversion] and follow this quiet road for about 1½ 

miles back to Dolton, passing Aller Farm on the way. Keeping straight ahead at all junctions brings you back 

to the centre of the village.   


